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Abstract
The EDULAN project focuses in the field of Computer Assisted Learning and aims to
generalize and translate to web-oriented technologies some results obtained previously on the
Intelligent Tutoring Systems area. Particularly, four complementary research lines are being
considered: knowledge acquisition tools for building Intelligent Tutoring Systems; adaptative
and Web-oriented teaching/learning environments; individual learning in group context; and
finally a technology transfer oriented to formative industrial applications based on 3D handling
of procedural domains.
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1 Project Aims
The EDULAN project aims to apply new information technologies to develop learning
environments. Based on previous results in the field of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), it
explores four complementary key lines: knowledge acquisition tools for building ITSs; adaptative
and web-oriented teaching/learning environments; individual learning in group context; and
technology transfer to industrial applications based on 3D handling.
Next, a summary of the goals of this project together with their main basis is shown.

1.1

Knowledge acquisition tools for Intelligent Tutoring Systems

The main goal of this line is to facilitate the tasks of acquiring, representing, and re-using
knowledge to develop automatic teaching/learning systems. This goal is concreted in three
different aspects: authoring tools to automate the extraction of pedagogical and domain
knowledge; new didactic resources for ITSs; and intuitive authoring interfaces oriented to teachers.
The basis for this research is described in the next subsections.
1.1.1
Semi-automated extraction of domain knowledge
In the same way that the knowledge acquisition process becomes the bottleneck of knowledge base
system construction, the compilation of didactic material is a complex task for non-expert users.
However, a great part of this material is already formalized in textbooks. We propose to transform
this material to electronic media to provide a useful help in the creation of teaching domains. An
automatic analysis of textbooks supported by linguistic tools and ontologies will be defined.
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1.1.2
Conceptual Maps in automatic tutors
Pedagogical research has shown that Concept Maps (CM) are interesting tools to promote several
learning skills. This resource is used in traditional education as a complementary tool to support
the learning process [A]. On the one hand, constructing their own CMs helps students to identify
important concepts, organise them graphically and identify semantic inter-relations. On the other
hand, CMs also support the teachers’ teaching activities. With this background, we developed CMED (Concept Map EDitor) [B].
Our proposal in this project consists of exploiting CM characteristics for helping the users in their
teaching/learning processes. Thus, CMs can be integrated in the student environment as
scaffolding support, or as new graphically oriented types of exercise. They can also be used in the
authoring of teaching material to provide a friendly graphical medium.

1.2

Web-oriented and flexible teaching/learning environments

At present, educational tendencies criticise the classical idea of teaching due to the non-participative
role for the student; she is viewed as a plain information receptor. In this sense, some computer
systems allow a mixed interaction that let the student to solve her own learning goals. However, it
would be even more desirable that these systems would propose activities in which the student was
the main responsible. Therefore, some flexible behaviour are demanded, for instance non-restricted
tutoring, such as open selection of learning activities or open access to a subset of the domain
model; greater involvement of the student in the formative process; access facilities for the student
to visualize her open and observable “user model”; and so forth.
On the other hand, it is evident that the even more extended use of the web allows and obligates to
develop e-learning tools. Furthermore, taking into account the wide set of conventional courses
and didactic material, the creation of specific tools that facilitate their migration to flexible web
systems should be a main strategic goal that becomes ours.
In order to get these two lines, more flexible learning processes and web orientation, we start from
some previous results that must be extended and generalized. So, our general aims consist of
orientating to the web the generic architecture INTZIRI [C] and defining new characteristics of
ITS authoring tools, starting from the IRIS authoring system [D].

1.3

Individual learning in group contexts

Classical tutoring systems are based on an individual paradigm. However, the general teaching
scene involves a teacher and a set of pupils, more or less big depending on several aspects such as
the difficulty level or the utilizable resources. Therefore, a supervisor teacher using a learning
environment will consider very useful the possibility of recovering the information about the
activities developed by every student either individually or in groups [E].
In order to tackle this issue we propose two main development lines. First, a reflection on the
concept of group will identify its defining characteristics as well as the adequate mechanisms to infer it
from a set of individual student models. An immediate goal is to use the previous results for
extending the individual learning environment architecture to support group managing.
On the other hand, last pedagogical theories state that only group learning activities facilitate the
development of behaviour skills such as collaboration, cooperation or coordination [F]. So, grouplearning activities should be included in up-to-date learning systems, and therefore our plan will
explore suitable teaching domains and pedagogical strategies.
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1.4

Industrial applications based on 3D handling simulations

Previous team works on vocational training applications [G, H] establish a successful technology
transfer between intelligent instructional systems and the industrial world. In these systems, the
trainee uses virtual reality interfaces -simulating the real work environment- for performing
individual learning tasks. Thus, the system is able to recognize the user activities and to detect and
diagnose the incorrect realized steps. Hitherto, one main drawback is related with the process of
knowledge acquisition, which is done either from scratch or from non-friendly authoring
environments. Therefore, our proposal in this project consists of profiting by the simulation
facilities of the virtual reality interfaces in order to devise more friendly authoring tools.
Moreover, we suppose that the current individual tasks can be complemented with cooperation
activities, following the previously exposed ideas. Thereby, to study the possibilities of cooperative
visualization and handling becomes a promising research field that we also propose.
In this line, we will be supported by CEIT (Centre of Technical Studies and Research of
Guipúzcoa).

2 Tasks and development
The project implementation has been organized in four packages pertaining to the abovementioned key research lines; each package restricts its own objectives and defines the tasks to
reach them. Thus, Package 1 centres on knowledge acquisition tools for building ITSs; Package 2
concerns adaptative and Web-oriented teaching/learning environments; Package 3 explores
individual learning in group context; and finally, technology transfer to industrial applications based
on 3D handling is treated in Package 4. Next figure depicts the time schedule for the different tasks
of the project. Ti.j represents the task j belonging to the package i.

Developed task
Delayed,
postponed or
extended task
Annulled Task
Package 1
Package 2
Package 3
Package 4

Tasks
T1.1
T1.2
T1.3
T1.4
T1.5
T1.6
T1.7
T2.1
T2.2
T2.3
T2.4
T2.5
T2.6
T2.7
T2.8
T2.9
T2.10
T2.11
T3.1
T3.2
T3.3
T3.4
T3.5
T3.6
T4.1
T4.2
T4.3

1rst. Year

2nd. Year

3rd. Year

Then, the packages and their concrete objectives are described together with their development
status.
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2.1 P1: Knowledge acquisition tools for building ITSs
The objectives attained in Package1 concerns, first, the pedagogic domain acquisition in ITSs (Goal
1.1, Tasks), second, to widen learning strategies using new didactic resources (Goal 1.2), and, last,
the study of more intuitive interfaces for ITS authoring tools. Goal 1.1 has been completely
fulfilled while the others are being currently developed.
2.1.1 Objectives fulfilled to date
The acquisition of pedagogic domain knowledge for ITSs has been planned in a three-phase
process that comprises: acquisition of domain structure, generation of didactic resources, and
domain management.
The automatic Domain Structure Acquisition phase has been tackled by a heuristic-based analysis of
the document index that obtains its main topics and the relations among them [1, 2]. All together,
topics and relations constitute a first version of the domain ontology, which is later used to explore
the whole document in order to look for new items. Thus, a set of heuristics has been designed [3]
by means of a refining incremental process. A prototype has been constructed, although some
improvements are being considered.
A restricted Generation of Didactic Resources is a task firstly developed by the IRIS authoring tool [C],
which has been improved with a new interface that allows the graphical representation and
management of the domain. Besides, a first data base for managing didactic resources has been
developed from scratch [4].
2.1.2 Current state
At present, complex learning activities such as procedural exercises are not included in the set of
didactic resources. So, we try to cover this lack by means of TOKA, MapEx and KADI. The
TOKA system [5] manages test exercises in a web environment. The MapEx prototype [6]
introduces a set of evaluation didactic resources based on concept maps. The KADI system [7]
facilitates the definition of learning activities covered by the DETECTive diagnostic engine [G];
besides it provides an interface where the student can carry out the demanded activities. Thus,
KADI architecture [8] is composed of two big areas: the teacher’s for the acquisition phase and the
student’s for the diagnosis phase. Both of them are connected with the diagnosis space which
contains the DETECTive system. The teacher area enables to collect the concepts, procedures and
exercises of the educational domain, together with the correct and incorrect solving plans and their
correspondent deviations [9]. A methodology guide is being established to assure a correct data
definition. A promising line is related to the use of student solutions to infer new solving models
and errors.
In addition, we are also examining the possibilities of summarizing as didactic resource; thereby we
have conducted some studies and experiences [10] based on natural language and statistics
techniques [11]. The Evalia prototype has been implemented on a simple approach supported by
complex Natural Language Processing tools [12].
On the other hand, as it was pointed out, didactic resources can be used to support and improve
the authoring process. With this purpose, we are involved in the extension of CM-ED to include
this new application [13, 14], and the feedback of the users. The concept map metaphor has shown
to be a more intuitive schema than the window-text paradigm for them [15], so a new version of
IRIS is being developed on this basis. In addition, CM-ED has been enhanced with the
functionality for drawing multilingual concept maps [16].
2.1.3 Future developments
The semi-automatic generation of Didactic Material from documents is a work to be done (T1.2).
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It will be approached by an ontology-driven analysis of the whole document in which fragments
related to the domain topics must be detected and categorized. The domain and pedagogical
ontologies [2, 3] will be used to discover fragments corresponding to didactic resources. Reusing
existing didactic resources (text, videos, images, sounds…) is a particularly relevant issue for
enhancing the generation of Teaching/Learning Systems. It has been pointed out the need of
annotating the pedagogical material using metadata for facilitating its reusability. Therefore, the
generated didactic resources will be annotated using the LTSC/LOM Learning Objects Metadata
standard [I]. This metadata will be used to integrate the didactic resources and the domain module
structure to obtain the complete Domain Module of a teaching/learning system.

2.2

P2: Web-oriented and flexible teaching/learning environments

In order to get flexible learning process and web orientation, we propose the following main
objectives: to design and construct a distributed client-server tutor (Goal 2.1); to open the generic
architecture INTZIRI in order for the student controls her learning process (constructivism
approach) (Goal 2.1); and, to build an authoring tool for web-oriented tutors (Goal 2.3). At the
moment none of the main goals have been completely satisfied, but the developed tasks have
produced interesting results.
2.2.1 Objectives fulfilled to date
Several activities related to the objective 2.1 have been carried out, concretely a validation process
from the previous prototype and its generalization to intra-net services, HEURIS-NET [17].
Besides, a review of the state of the art [18] was the starting point for designing an on-line
educational platform. The platform is oriented to the three types of users: students, teachers and
authoring persons. Therefore, three interrelated agent-based subsystems [19, 20], with different sets
of external functionalities, have been designed: learning , authoring and management [21].
The goal 2.2 has been partially boarded by exploring the possibilities to open the, up to date
transparent for the user, student model. The results in this task are beyond the expectations. It has
been designed an open student model based on concept maps. The current prototype DynMap [22,
23] is able to show the static view of the model and its evolution. Some empirical studies have been
conducted to evaluate this approach [24]. In addition, a more classical tool called IkaStat has been
also designed [25] with the aim of managing and visualizing students’ academic marks.
2.2.2 Current state
At the moment, some works concerning educational platforms are being realized: design of
OPScript language [26], and implementation of the above-mentioned design proposal. Two
approaches have been used. First, the system HEURIS-NET that is accessible in local net has been
modified and oriented to the web, i.e. HEURIS-WEB [27]. The second approach is based on agent
technology and implements a net of autonomous agents, dynamically generated in terms of both
the type of user and the user requisites [28]. At the same time the kernel of INTZIRI has been
revised and modified to include new learning activities [29].
2.2.3 Future developments
Some of the project results already obtained and described in previous sections will give raise to
new extensions and improvements of the developed prototypes. Concretely, the open and
observable student model together with some other basis will allow a constructive approach of the
formative process (T2.5). It is also foreseen to integrate conceptual maps as a supporting tool for
learning (T2.7) and to carry out a summative evaluation process of the extended CM-ED.
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2.3 P3: Individual learning in group contexts. Coordination and
group models
Learning in group context is treated through the following concrete objectives: group model and
capabilities for inferring the model of the group from a set of individual ones (Goal 3.1); group
coordinator, design of a distributed architecture for learning environments that benefits from
groups facilities; review and proposal of group activities for learning, implications on group
coordinator.
2.3.1 Objectives fulfilled to date
A first study on group models has been carried out. It reviews the state of the art and its different
approaches, the few references and advances observed state the novelty of this research line. In this
way, we have proposed a design of a simple group model [30, 31] based on concept maps.
2.3.2 Current state
At the moment we are implementing the inference mechanisms to obtain the model of the group
from individual student models. DynMap+ is an evolution of DynMap that will inherit the
dynamic properties of its predecessor. These results have been also reflected in [30, 31].
Once the group facility is included in learning environments, it is compulsory to integrate a group
coordinator with managing functionalities. Some progresses based on statistical measures are being
done in this area [32] as well as explorations of suitable functionalities oriented to the
teacher/tutor.
2.3.3 Future developments
At the present time some central tasks remain to be done: firstly, a review and proposal of group–
oriented learning activities in order to promote cooperation, collaboration and coordination skills
(T3.5); lastly, a definition of suitable architectures adequate to endow these new behaviours to the
educative environment (T3.6).

2.4

P4: Industrial applications based on 3D handling simulations

Two general goals have been identified: to define an application domain (G4.1), and to build an
experimental prototype on the selected domain (G4.2).
2.4.1 Objectives fulfilled to date
The machine-tool industrial sector [33] has been selected as application domain due to: the kind of
training activities that includes procedural tasks; the suitability of using 3D virtual reality scenarios;
and the set of exercises used in traditional formative courses. Once the domain has been selected, a
system architecture has been proposed integrating two previous applications, a simulation
environment VIRTOOL [H] and DETECTIVE [G, 34]. The defined architecture [35, 36] employs
DETECTive as a diagnostic kernel integrated within virtual environments. A communications
module allows VIRTOOL and DETECTive to interact independently of the internal structures
involved in the diagnostic process. The procedures and exercises are defined through
demonstrations in the virtual environment.
2.4.2 Current state and Futur e developments
Currently, implementation tasks are being developed. The first prototype is extended to include a
rich set of procedures and exercises.
Next task (T4.3) will treat the complete integration of the systems, as the current prototype
includes a reduced version of DETECTive and VIRTOOL.
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2.5 Difficulties, solutions and future developments
In general, the project development follows the initial planning, although new relevant research
lines have been embodied. Concretely, some tasks have been extended to incorporate treatments
for several didactic resources and the subsidiary learning strategies (1.4, 1.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.3, 2.4).
During the third year the planned activities will be carried out (1.2, 2.5, 2.7, y 4.3) and the current
developments will finish. Three delayed tasks (2.5, 2.7, y 4.3) will start, although it is probable that
T2.5 be eliminated from the project goals, depending on the results and active resources.

3 Relevant scientific-technical results
This section resumes relevant indicators of the results obtained so far. It is worth mentioning that
five prototypes has been developed, and currently they are being tested. During this period the
research team has also organized the Conference of the Spanish Association for Artificial
Intelligence CAEPIA 2003, held in San Sebastián in November 12-14.

3.1 Personnel in training
Master students, some of them have been granted by the project
Aitor Arrondo
Belén Isla Rodríguez
Lourdes García Madrigal (granted)
2nd year doctorate students
Maite Martín (2nd. year student)
Ph. D. Students and status
Begoña Ferrero. (Ph.D. November 2004)
Urko Rueda (Ph. D. thesis at 2005)
Ainhoa Álvarez, (Ph. D. thesis at 2006)

Mikel Kerejeta (granted)
Beatriz Nieva Larriba (granted)
Sebastián Tenés Iturri
Alberto Lozano (2nd. year student)
Mikel Larrañaga (Ph. D. thesis at 2006)
Iraide Zipitria (Ph. D. thesis at 2006)

3.2 Publications
Within the project 36 papers have been published in several forums. These include the main
international conferences of the area, such as Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), Artificial
Intelligence & Education (AI&Ed), IEEE Advanced Learning Technologies (ICALT, and World
Conf. on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia & Telecommunications (ED-MEDIA). Next the
main contributions are remarked.
Papers in International Conf erences (some of them published as books)
1 A Multilingual Concept Mapping Tool for a Diverse World. ICALT, IEEE Computer Soc. 2003.
2 Using CM -ED for the Generation of Graphical Exercises Based on Concept Maps . ICCE2003. Best
Paper Award
3 An Open Adaptive and Multi -Subject Educational System for the Web. AIED 2003, Young
Researcher Track
4 Dynamic Visualization of Student Models Using Concept Maps. AIED 2003.
5 Acquisition of the domain structure from document indexes using heuristic reasoning . LNCS 3220.
Springer 2004.
6 From Human to Automatic Summary Evaluation . LNCS 3220. Springer 2004.
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7

Adaptive learning based on variable student and domain models in Magadi . ICALT, IEEE Computer
Soc. 2004.
8 Integration of a Generic Diagnostic Tool in Virtual Environments for Procedural Training.
LNAI 3040.
Springer 2004.
9 IkaStat: a Tool for Managing and Inspecting Student's Academic Marks . ICALT, IEEE Computer
Soc. 2004.
10 Validating Dynmap as a mechanism to visualize the student's evolution through the learning process
.
LNCS 3220. Springer 2004.
11 A Knowledge Acquisition Tool for Learning Activities: KADI. ED-MEDIA 2004
Papers in Journals
1. Modelado de Grupos en Acti vidades de Aprendizaje Basado en Mapas Conceptuales . Revista
Iberoamericana de Inteligencia Artificial. In press.

3.3

Collaboration with other research groups

International stage of Ainhoa Álvarez Arana in CKC under the supervision of Beverly Park Wolf,
Univ. of Massachussets, Amherst.
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